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SCS: Helping libraries manage and share print 
monographs since 2011
• Indiana University*
• Arizona State University*
• Oregon State University*
• Eastern Washington University*
• Michigan State University
• Johns Hopkins University





• University System of Maryland & Affiliated 
Institutions (USMAI)*
• Statewide California Electronic Library 
Consortium (SCELC)*
• Eastern Academic Scholars’ Trust (EAST)
• Michigan Shared Print Initiative (MI-SPI)
• Council of Prairie and Pacific University 
Libraries (COPPUL)
• Washington Research Library Consortium 
(WRLC)
• Academic Libraries of Indiana (ALI)
Group ProjectsIndividual Projects
* = Current Project
Libraries Evolving














unrelenting need for 
shelving
Source: Scott Bennett, Libraries and Learning:  A History of Paradigm Change (2003)1
“Libraries built as late as the 1890s 
were, like those in Lunt1 and Altgeld2
Halls dominated by reader spaces, 
not by shelving.”
- Scott Bennett, Libraries and Learning3
“Book space, not reader space, came 
to dominate the library [Altgeld Hall]
over a  period of just 50 years.”
- Scott Bennett, Libraries and Learning3
Book-Centered Paradigm







“In the twenty-first century, we need 
constantly to affirm that the most 
important educational function of physical 





















Source: Scott Bennett, Libraries and Learning:  A History of Paradigm Change (2003)
Ithaka 2016 Library Survey
Priorities 6 – 26 omitted in this screenshot





2017 NMC Horizon Report
Source: NMC Horizon Report: 2017 Higher Education
Screenshots: Pages 1, 3
http://cdn.nmc.org/media/2017-nmc-horizon-report-he-EN.pdf
Supporting the exploration of new ideas across learning institutions
(Horizon, 10)
Advancing Cultures of Innovation
University of Nevada Reno’s Makerspace
Screenshot: NevadaToday2
3D Printer Map created by Amanda Goodman3
Screenshot: 3D Printers in Libraries4
“…content that engages students in critical thinking, problem solving, 
collaboration, and self-directed learning.” (Horizon, 12)
Deeper Learning Approaches
Syracuse University’s Blackstone Launchpad
Image: Blackstone Launchpad Facebook page2
Charleston Fast Pitch Winner – 2016 
Screenshot: SU Campus & Community3
Educational settings designed for project-based interactions and 
equipped to support technology. (Horizon, 16) 
Redesigning Learning Spaces
University of Iowa Learning Commons NCSU Libraries’ Teaching & Visualization Lab
Screenshot: NCSU Libraries website3
Practical Considerations








Source: Stephen R. Lawrence, Lynn 
Silipigni Connaway, and Keith H. Brigham, 
“Life Cycle Costs of Library Collections” 






Maintenance Cost - Monographs
• $4.26 / volume in central stacks
• $0.86 / volume in high-density facility
Annual Cost of
100,000 Monographs





Finding the Right Balance
Case in Point 1: ASU Renovation
Screenshot: Inside Higher Ed1 Screenshot: EAB Daily Briefing2 Screenshot: ASU Now3
MI-SPI Group Project
400k+ Retention Commitments




Group Projects and Shared Print
“Increasingly, the library does not assemble 
collections for local use, but facilitates access to a 
coordinated mix of local, external and collaborative 
services assembled around user needs and 
available on the network.” (Dempsey, 1)
The Facilitated Collection
Dempsey, L., (2016). Library collections in the life of the 
user: two directions. LIBER Quarterly. 26(4). 
DOI: http://doi.org/10.18352/lq.10170
Dempsey, L., (2016). Library collections in the life of the 
user: two directions. LIBER Quarterly. 26(4). 
DOI: http://doi.org/10.18352/lq.10170

“WorldCat has emerged as an important registry for the borrowable 
collective collection, spanning thousands of libraries.” (Dempsey, 9)
The Borrowed Collection
WorldShare Interlibrary Loan Tipasa Relais D2D
“A large part – perhaps the majority? – of library collections will be under 
shared print management within the next decade.” (Dempsey, 9)




“As libraries digitize their collections, it has become clear that very few 
individual institutions are strong gravitational hubs in themselves.” 
(Dempsey, 9)
The Shared Digital Collection
HathiTrust Digital Library1 Trove – National Library of Australia2
“Now, increasingly, there is an interest in a variety of other outputs: 
working papers, research data, preprints, and so on.” (Dempsey, 9)
The Evolving Scholarly Record
arXiv.org – Cornell University Library1 UCI Machine Learning Repository2
“…the collection is more elastic as titles are added or dropped, as needs, 
budgets or priorities change.” (Dempsey, 8)
The Licensed Collection
“DDA represents a move away from just in cases, owned collections, 
based on librarian judgment, towards a model which is built around 
patron behaviors.” (Dempsey, 9)
The Demand Driven Collection
Enabling Transformation
A Range of Options





Where Is the Data?
Library/Group
• Bibliographic

























Independent Action in a Collective Context
Visualizing The Collection
Scenario Analysis - Query Builder
Group Projects and Shared Print
Visualizing Group Collections
Scenario Analysis: Model Builder




Impact – Group Projects
• 9 Group Projects
• 129 institutions with committed print retentions
• 7.4 million distinct editions retained
• 18.5 million title-holdings retained
• In 13 U.S. states and 5 Canadian provinces
Shared Print Retentions at a Glance










CI-CCI Uniquely retained by this group
Retentions Overlapping those of other groups
Shared Print Retentions by Group
Title-Holdings
253K











Canadian Shared Print Retentions
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